
Manage Your Routine with Wireless 

Alarm Clock Speaker 
Do you always fail to match time's pace? Get this Wireless Alarm Clock Speaker 

that will never let you down. It looks as good as it sounds. Reliable, prepossessing, 

and multifunctional speakers are handy and great gadgets for anyone. Make this 

addition to your room, and never get late for work and workouts. 

Isn't it amazing to get two advantageous features in one gadget? Yes, it is. It is 

hard to find the match for this speaker in versatility. It works as an alarm clock as 

well. Set the time whatever you need to, and then its 5W dynamics will not let 

you oversleep. 

The HiFi stereo sound will turn your early morning grumpy mood into positive 

energy with a pleasing sound. Moreover, experience the clear and high sound 

while calling and working simultaneously. A built-in microphone will leave you 

with no need to hold your phone while talking, and the person on the other side 

will also experience a clear and loud voice. 

Advanced technology features enhance the compatibility of this gorgeous and 

utilitarian clock. The Bluetooth 5.0 technology offers you a working distance of up 

to 32 ft. while consuming minimum power and rendering smooth signals. If your 

professional life demands long calls, there is no best gadget for you other than 

this speaker and clock. 

This minimalistic design clock fits any interior. Moreover, this sleek body can 

conveniently blend with every theme. This clock is portable and set finely on any 

desk and table. Along with valuable features, it is made of ABS plastic to ensure a 

long run. 

Get this versatile, affordable, and minimalistic speaker and alarm clock with no 

wear to make life easy and manageable. It will keep track and not let you 

oversleep with its buzzing sound. 

https://primecity.store/wireless-alarm-clock-speaker/

